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Abstract
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Surfactants can be extremely toxic to aquatic species and are introduced to the environment in a
variety of ways. It is thus important to understand how other environmental constituents, in this
case humic acids (HAs), may alter the toxicity of anthropogenic surfactants. Hatching and
mortality assays of Artemia Franciscana were performed for three different toxic surfactants:
Triton X-100 (Tx-100, non-ionic), cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC, cationic), and sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS, anionic). Humic acids of varying composition and concentrations were added to the
assays to determine the toxicity mitigating ability of the HAs. Tx-100 had a significant toxic effect
on Artemia mortality rates and HAs from terrestrial sources were able to mitigate the toxicity, but
an aquatic HA did not. CPC and SDS limited hatching success of the Artemia and, as HAs were
added, the hatching percentages increased for all HA sources, indicating toxicity mitigation. In
order to determine which functional groups within HAs were responsible for the interaction with
the surfactants, the HAs were chemically modified by: (i) bleaching to reduce aromatics, (ii)
Soxhlet extraction to reduce lipids, and (iii) acid hydrolysis to reduce O- and N-alkyl groups.
Although most of the modified HAs had some toxicity mitigating ability for each of the
surfactants, there were two notable differences: 1) the lipid-extracted HA did not reduce the
toxicity of Tx-100 and 2) the bleached HA had a lower toxicity mitigating ability for CPC than the
other modified HAs.

Introduction
Author Manuscript

Humic acids (HAs) are polydisperse, heterogeneous, amphiphilic and complex mixtures of
organic molecules. They are created by the decomposition of mainly dead plant matter and
combined by a range of interactions, mainly between the functional groups, to create
supramolecular structures.[1, 2] The specific chemical composition of HAs varies and is
dependent on their biogeochemical origin, but the major chemical constituents are aliphatics,
aromatics, and carbohydrates.[1] Because of the high diversity of functional groups and their
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amphiphilic nature, HAs can interact with a variety of environmental components, including
a wide range of pollutants and biological membranes.[1, 3-7] Such interactions play an
important environmental role in the transport and bioavailability of pollutants through the
environment.[8-12]
One class of pollutants with which HAs commonly interact are surfactants. Surfactants can
enter the environment by a number of pathways including 1) waste water treatment,[13, 14]
2) a number of remediation practices,[15] 3) as additives in the application of pesticide and
herbicide formulations,[16, 17] and 4) urban and industrial run-off.[18] Surfactants are
amphiphilic compounds and may be nonionic, zwitterionic, cationic and anionic. Surfactants
are designed to reduce the surface tension of water and, as a consequence, can affect
biological processes,[19] justifying a closer look into their fate in the environment.

Author Manuscript

A surfactant's toxicity is dependent on its molecular structure, the type of organism,[20-22]
and the way the surfactant is ingested or taken-up by the cells.[23] The mechanism of
toxicity is not well understood and likely adopts many different pathways. In aquatic
species, a change in liver and kidney function, gill damage[23] and enzyme inhibition have
been shown.[24] Toxicity can also be attributed to the disruption of cellular membranes by
the surfactant.[23] In general, nonionic and anionic surfactants tend to have similar toxic
concentration ranges[23], while cationic surfactants are more toxic to aquatic species.[25,
26] However, there is no clear relationship between the type of a surfactant and relative
toxicity. This situation becomes even more complex when surfactants associate with
HAs[20-22] under a variety of conditions. This association can be relevant to the
bioavailability and toxicity of surfactants,[27-30] including the ability of surfactants to
perturb cellular biomembranes.[23, 31]

Author Manuscript

The association between HAs and surfactants has been previously studied in terms of
binding isotherms. The amphiphilic nature of HAs and surfactants may cause an attraction
that both decreases the free concentration of the surfactants and alter the properties of the
HAs in solution.[27-29] This association between HAs and surfactants could cause the
toxicity of the surfactants to be mitigated significantly. The association of HA with
surfactants has been attributed to hydrophobic interactions,[32] electrostatic interactions,[27,
28] mixed micelle formation[33] and forced aggregation of the surfactant micelles.[29]
Because HAs are complex and often contain aromatic systems, there is also the possibility
for other more specific interactions, such as π-π interactions between π-donor and πacceptor moieties of both the surfactant and the HA.[34, 35]

Author Manuscript

Consequently, two main questions emerge: 1) how do HAs affect the biomembrane
perturbing potential and toxicity of different surfactants and 2) what is the role of different
chemical components within HAs? This study is an initial step in addressing these questions
by combining model biomembrane fluorescence leakage studies, Artemia hatching and
mortality assays, and HAs with a range of chemical compositions.
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Methodology
Materials
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The humic acid standards (Leonardite HA, Florida peat HA, and Suwannee River HA) were
obtained from the International Humic Substances Society (Georgia, USA). More details on
each of these HAs, including chemical composition, are available in the supplementary
material, with further details available on the IHSS website (www.humicsubstances.org,
accessed on Aug 8th, 2015). The surfactants Triton X-100, cetylpyridinium chloride and
sodium dodecyl sulfate were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Piscataway, NJ). Sodium
chloride and sodium hydrogen carbonate for the saline solution were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. Sterile 18 MΩ deionized water was sourced from an apparatus by US filter. Artemia
Franciscana was purchased from Brine Shrimp Direct (Ogdon, UT). Fisherbrand 100 × 15
mm petri dishes were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Somerville, NJ). A VWR mini
shaker was used during the hatching assays. An AmScope SE305R-PZ stereoscopic
microscope was utilized for observing and counting the Artemia.
Experimental Design

Author Manuscript

Humic acid (HA) was chosen because it is a major portion of humic substances, is highly
amphiphilic, i.e., contains both hydrophilic and hydrophobic functional groups,[36] and
there are several well-characterized HA standards commercially available. Three humic
acids of different sources were chosen to sample a range of HA chemical compositions:
Suwanne River HA (SRHA; aquatic source), Pahokee peat HA (FPHA; peat source) and
Leonardite HA (LAHA; lignite coal source). Comparing three HAs of different origins can
provide only a limited amount of information about the components of HAs that are
involved with toxicity mitigation of surfactants. Therefore, to gain deeper insight into the
roles played by each specific HA component in the binding of surfactants, three chemical
modifications were performed on LAHA: bleaching (reduced aromatics), Soxhlet lipid
extraction (reduced lipids), and hydrolysis (reduced carbohydrates). LAHA was chosen as it
gives the same trends as the other two HAs and is economically viable.
Triton X-100 (Tx-100), cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
represent three different classes of surfactants: the non-ionic, cationic, and anionic,
respectively (see Fig. 1 for structures) and were chosen for their extensive use.[37-39]
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The concentration chosen was one that showed a dramatic difference in either the hatching
or mortality percentages compared to the saline water control (> LC50). The Tx-100, CPC,
and SDS were found to have significant toxicity levels at 100, 3.5, and 25 ppm, respectively.
Therefore, these concentrations were also used when testing the toxicity of each surfactant
when associated with the HAs. All hatching assays were performed in triplicate and repeated
at least three different times to verify reproducibility.

Artemia Franciscana, or brine shrimp, were chosen as model living organisms as they are
commercially available, the cysts (eggs) can stay dormant for long periods of time, they are
easy to hatch, and have a short life span. In addition to the simplicity of the procedures,
lower volumes of toxins and solutions are needed relative to other species because of their
small size (0.4 – 10 mm in length, depending on age – see supplementary material).[40]
Environ Chem. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 January 01.
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Artemia Franciscana have been previously utilized for three different types of toxicology
assessments: hatching,[40, 41] short-term mortality (≤ 48 h),[40, 42] and long-term
mortality (> 48 h).[40, 43] Various pollutant toxicity mechanisms can inhibit hatching or be
lethal to the hatched Artemia. For this study, only hatching and short-term mortality assays
were used because long-term mortality assays would require feeding the Artemia algae,
which would add another level of complexity when determining toxic effects of surfactants
in the presence of humic acids.
Fluorescence experiments with model biomembranes are detailed in the supplementary
material. These experiments were designed to give further credence to the effects of
surfactant-HA associations observed in the Artemia hatching assays with a simpler system.
Sample Preparation
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Humic acid stock solutions were prepared by dissolving approximately 20 mg of HA,
including chemically modified HAs, in 18 MΩ deionized water (if HA solubility issues arose
at low pH, a small amount of NaOH was added). The pH was adjusted to the desired value
by HCl and NaOH. The solutions were diluted with sterile 18 MΩ deionized water and
stirred overnight. When necessary, the pH was re-adjusted after the equilibration period.
Humic acid chemical modification
Three procedures for chemical modification were performed on LAHA: acid hydrolysis,[44]
Soxhlet lipid extraction[45] and bleaching.[46]
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Acid hydrolysis—300 mL of 6 M HCl per gram of HA were mixed together and
maintained under reflux for 6 h. The acid was removed from the HA by dialysis. The
modified HA was freeze-dried for 24 h or until completely dry.
Soxhlet extraction—The HA was placed into the thimble of the assembly and inserted
into a Soxhlet extractor fitted with a condenser. Approximately 200 mL of benzene:
methanol (3:1) azeotrope was placed in a round bottom flask fitted onto the Soxhlet
extractor. It was then heated in a sand bath and refluxed for at least 72 hours. Subsequently,
the thimble was removed from the extractor and the solvent was allowed to evaporate in the
hood.

Author Manuscript

Bleaching—The original procedure by Wise et al.,[46] was used to isolate wood
holocellulose; however, it was modified in this work by increasing the bleaching time. The
bleach solution for one gram of HA contained 10 g sodium chlorite, 10 mL glacial acetic
acid, and 100 mL deionized water. The HA and the bleach solution was stirred overnight in
the hood. It was then centrifuged at 3500 g for 15 min and the bleach solution was decanted
from the HA. This was repeated 3 times with fresh bleaching solution. The final HA residue
was separated by centrifugation and followed by dialysis.
The dialysis waste was tested with AgNO3 to verify that all chlorine had been removed
before freeze-drying the modified HA. It was then freeze-dried for 24 h or until dry.

Environ Chem. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 January 01.
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The chemically modified and unmodified HAs were characterized by solid state CPMAS 13C NMR. Homogenized HAs were tightly packed into a 2.5 mm high-resolution
magic angle spinning zirconium rotor (Bruker). Spectra were acquired at 100 MHz with a
spinning rate of 5 kHz and a ramp polarization contact time of 2 ms. The recycle delay time
was 1 s and a total of 4,096 scans were collected per experiment.
Surfactant stock solutions
Stock solutions of 10,000 ppm (1%) of Tx-100, CPC, and SDS were prepared by dissolving
1 g of the surfactant into 100 mL of 18 MΩ water. Final dilutions and pH adjustments were
made for the final sample solution.
Humic acid and surfactant mixture solutions
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Humic acid and surfactant solutions were prepared by adding appropriate amounts of a 70
parts-per-thousand (ppt) NaCl solution for a final concentration of 35 ppt NaCl (to mimic
saline environments), humic acid stock solution and surfactant stock solution into 50 mL
volumetric flask. The samples were diluted to 50 mL and the pH was adjusted to 7.8 with
sodium hydrogen carbonate. The sample solutions were allowed to equilibrate overnight.
The control solution was 35 ppt NaCl adjusted to pH 7.8 with sodium hydrogen carbonate
for all sample series.
Artemia hatching assay

Author Manuscript

The hatching and mortality assay procedures used in this study are based on previous
Artemia toxicity studies.[42, 47, 48] The Artemia cysts were first hydrated for two hours in
18 MΩ water kept at 5 °C. Once hydrated, 25 to 28 Artemia cysts were placed into
individual 100 mm × 15 mm petri dishes and the total amount of cysts was recorded. To
each sample, 10 mL of the saline/pollutant solution was added. Three replicates were used
for the control and all samples. The petri dishes were placed on a shaker at 100 rpm. The
shaker was used to keep the samples aerated to limit anoxia. The Artemia were not fed
during the 48 h hatching assays. The number of Artemia hatched and the number of deadhatched were counted at 20, 24, 32, 44, and 48 h using a stereomicroscope. Healthy Artemia
are highly active so individual Artemia were considered dead if there was no movement
within five seconds.[49][50]

(1)
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(2)
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Results
Chemically modified humic acid
The 13C NMR spectra for the modified HAs are presented in Fig. 2. For the hydrolyzed
LAHA, there is a decrease in the O- and N- alkyl region (90-65 ppm) and an increase in
relative percentage area of the aromatic region. This indicates a reduction of the
carbohydrate moieties versus the other chemical moieties within the sample. In the lipidextracted LAHA, there is a decrease in the region corresponding to the polymethylene
chains and an increase in the relative percent area of the aromatic region, which is consistent
with the reduction of lipid moieties versus the other chemical moieties within this sample.
Finally, the bleached LAHA spectrum shows a significant decrease in the relative percent
area of in the aromatic region (165 – 90 ppm), and hence, a reduction in aromatic moieties
versus the other chemical moieties within this sample.

Author Manuscript

The unmodified and modified HAs used in this study had no toxic effects on the Artemia.
Both the hatching and mortality percentages were essentially the same for all HA and
modified LAHA samples and hence none of the changes in Artemia hatching assays
performed in subsequent tests can be attributed HAs or their chemical modification (see
supplementary material).
Hatching assays with a non-ionic surfactant – Tx-100

Author Manuscript

Triton-X 100 (Tx-100), a non-ionic surfactant, showed no effects on the Artemia's hatching
percentage but it did have a significant effect on mortality at a concentration of 100 ppm and
above. The influence of the different HAs at concentrations of 25, 50, and 100 ppm is shown
in Fig. 3. The data presented in Fig. 3 clearly show that LAHA reduces the toxicity of
Tx-100, even at concentrations as low as 25 ppm (versus the 100 ppm Tx-100) and that
LAHA's ability to mitigate this toxicity increases at 50 ppm. However, there is no difference
in the ability of LAHA to mitigate Tx-100 toxicity between LAHA concentrations of 50 and
100 ppm (Fig. 3A)

Author Manuscript

Due to the ionic strength and LAHA concentration, it seems logical that this observation is
due to LAHA aggregation.[5] FPHA also shows an ability to mitigate the toxicity of Tx-100,
however to a lesser degree than LAHA and only at concentrations of 50 ppm and higher
(Fig. 3B). SRHA, on the other hand, shows little to no ability to mitigate the toxicity of
Tx-100. Fluorescence leakage experiments (see supplementary material) show a consistent
view that SRHA does not reduce the ability of Tx-100 to induce biomembrane permeability.
This toxicity enhancement can be caused by SRHA's ability to permeate cellular membranes
due to membrane defects caused by the Tx-100 surfactant.[3]
Hatching assays with a cationic surfactant – CPC
Unlike Tx-100, the cationic surfactant cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) had significant
impact on the hatching percentage of the Artemia at 3.5 ppm and above but did not affect the
mortality percentage. The changes in hatching percentages in the presence of HAs can be
seen in Fig. 4. The ability to mitigate CPC's toxicity increased with HA concentration, with
LAHA being the most effective. In fact, even at 5 ppm LAHA, the hatching percentage was

Environ Chem. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 January 01.
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very similar to the control sample (Fig. 4A), suggesting that the toxicity of CPC is
completely mitigated by the LAHA.
FPHA and SRHA have similar CPC toxicity mitigation trends. Unlike the LAHA, even the
lowest concentration of 1 ppm has a significant effect on the levels of toxicity. At the highest
concentration of 5 ppm, FPHA nearly completely mitigates the toxicity (Fig. 4B). SRHA
mitigates CPC toxicity but nnot to the same extent as FPHA at higher HA concentration
(Fig. 4C).
Hatching assays with an anionic surfactant – SDS

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Similar to CPC, the anionic surfactant SDS also had a significant effect on the Artemia
hatching percentage but not the mortality percentage. All HAs at concentrations of 5, 10,
and 25 ppm showed the ability to mitigate the toxicity of SDS to some extent. Unlike FPHA
and SRHA, the ability of LAHA to mitigate SDS toxicity was concentration independent,
with all three tested concentrations reducing the toxicity of the SDS surfactant by about half
or yielding toxicity midway between the control solution and the SDS solution in the
absence of HA (Fig. 5A). FPHA's SDS toxicity mitigation increased with HA concentration,
but not in a linear manner (Fig. 5B). SRHA showed an overall similar mitigating potential to
SDS, but again, in a non-linear manner (Fig. 5C). Since HAs are anionic, they are expected
to repel the negatively charged sulfate group of the SDS, resulting in limited binding.[28]
However, the Artemia are in a saline environment containing positively charged Na+ ions.
These cations are expected to electrostatically interact with the SDS and the HA to reduce
electrostatic repulsion. This phenomenon can be also seen in the fluorescence study with
liposome membranes (see supplemental material), whereby the presence of the SDS alone
increased membrane permeability in both the saline and fresh water environments, but upon
introduction of SRHA, there was a more significant decrease in membrane perturbation in
the saline environment relative to that in the fresh water environment.
Chemically modified HA with surfactants
While studying HA-surfactant interactions alone provides relatively limited information in
terms of the role of HA composition, chemically modified LAHA was utilized to determine
specifically which components of the HA may be involved in the interactions.
The data in Fig. 6A show that when the lipids are extracted, the ability of LAHA to mitigate
Tx-100's toxicity is almost completely removed. At the same time, samples with enhanced
polymethylene chains demonstrate a slight increase in their ability to mitigate Tx-100's
toxicity.

Author Manuscript

The hydrolyzed, lipid-extracted, and the unmodified LAHA all mitigate the CPC toxicity
(Fig. 6B). The bleached LAHA has a lower hatching percentage, indicating that it does not
have the ability to mitigate the toxicity of CPC to the same extent as the unmodified, lipidextracted, and the hydrolyzed LAHA.
All of the chemically modified LAHA somewhat mitigated the toxicity of SDS relative to
the SDS alone (Fig. 6C). However, in the presence of LAHA (modified or unmodified), the
SDS remained still somewhat toxic.
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Discussion
Nonionic surfactant – Tx-100
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The HA demonstrated the following trend in Tx-100 toxicity mitgation: LAHA > FPHA >
SRHA (Fig 3). Conceivably, two possible interactions could be occuring. First, the aromatic
component of the HA, by π-π stacking with that of Tx-100,[34, 35] could make Tx-100
unavailable to the Artemia and essentially mitigate Tx-100's toxicity. The trend in the ability
to mitigate TX-100 toxicity parallels the aromatic content of the different HAs, with LAHA
demonstrating the highest, and SRHA having the lowest, such ability. Secondly, the
observed trend in Tx-100 toxicity mitigation of the different HAs may be due to their
polarity. The polarity indices obtained by elemental analysis ((O + N) / C) for LAHA,
FPHA, and SRHA: 0.51, 0.73, and 0.83, respectively (elemental composition of these HAs
are provided in the supplementary material).[51] Based on the chemical composition of the
HAs, it can be postulated that the less polar or the more hydrophobic the HA, the better it
can mitigate Tx-100 toxicity, exploiting interactions with the hydrophobic end of the Tx-100
molecule. The chemical modification of the HA can elucidate which of the proposed
interactions is the primary interaction.
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Tx-100's toxicity was not mitigated by the lipid-extracted LAHA, which offers strong
evidence that the aliphatic lipid-like moieties within HAs that consist of long-chain fatty
acids and esters, aliphatic alcohols, and long chain alkanes[52] are responsible for mitigating
the toxicity of Tx-100. Coincidentally, an aggregation study found these same components
to be largely responsible for the amphiphilic character of HA samples.[45] Thus, the data in
Fig. 6A suggest the amphiphilic character of the lipid component play a large role in HA's
ability to interact with the non-ionic Tx-100 surfactant. When this component is removed,
that interaction is significantly weakened and the ability of a humic acid to mitigate Tx-100's
toxicity is either removed or greatly reduced. This proposal is also consistent with the more
polar HA - such as SRHA - being less able to mitigate Tx-100's toxicity (see Fig. 3), but it
also offers strong evidence against aromatic moieties playing a role in HA's ability to
mitigate Tx-100's toxicity. Additionally, the data in Fig. 6A show that the bleached LAHA,
depleted in aromatic content, was still able to mitigate Tx-100 toxicity to almost the same
level as the unmodified LAHA. This implies the increased importance of “hydrophobic”
interactions in mitigating the toxicity of Tx-100 and downplays the possibility of π-π
interactions in the interaction of Tx-100 with HAs.
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The bleached and hydrolyzed LAHA samples reduced the early stages of Artemia mortality
induced by Tx-100. There is a two-fold explanation for this observation. First, the reduction
of the aromatic (in the bleached sample) and carbohydrate moieties (in the hydrolyzed
sample) concentrates the aliphatic and lipid-like moieties, increasing their toxicity mitigating
capacity. In addition, reducing the amount of aromatic and carbohydrate moieties limits the
HAs' potential to block lipid-like moieties[53, 54] from an interaction with Tx-100,
enhancing their ability to interact with, and reduce the toxicity of, Tx-100.
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For both FPHA (Fig. 4B) and SRHA (Fig. 4C), the CPC toxicity mitigation capacity of the
HA does not linearly change with concentration, suggesting partial aggregation of HAs at
higher concentrations.[5] This partial aggregation involves HA's hydrophobic moieties
(possibly aromatic groups) reducing their availability to interact with the CPC hydrophobic
domain.
The trend in the CPC toxicity mitigation by HAs is the same as that seen for Tx-100, and so
the same two mechanisms may be proposed, namely the CPC π-π stacking with the aromatic
component of the HAs as well as the hydrophobic interactions. In addition, because CPC is
cationic and HAs have an overall anionic nature at pH 7.8, it can be assumed that at least
some of the CPC-HA interactions are caused by electrostatic attractions and the formation of
ion pairs.[29]

Author Manuscript
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The bleached LAHA had a lower hatching percentage (Fig. 6B), suggesting that the
aromatic moieties play a role in binding CPC. Hence, when the aromatics are removed by
bleaching, there are fewer interactions between CPC and the HA. This is consistent with the
results obtained for CPC and HAs from different sources, as shown in Fig. 4. SRHA has a
low percentage of aromatic groups and did not demonstrate the CPC toxicity mitigating
capacity of LAHA or FPHA, both of which have higher percentages of aromatic groups.[36]
Since CPC contains a positively charged aromatic, and hence, hydrophobic head group, HAs
have the ability to engage in aromatic π-π stacking interactions and/or form ion pairs with
the surfactant to mitigate CPC toxicity.[34, 35, 55, 56] This explanation is further
strengthened by the fact that the hydrolyzed sample has a better toxicity mitigating capacity
than the unmodified LAHA, as it has been found that carbohydrate moieties can block
aromatic interaction sites.[53] In other words, the removal of the carbohydrate moieties frees
up aromatic moieties to associate with CPC, and thus, reduce CPC's toxicity. In addition, it
appears that the removal of carbohydrate moieties is capable of enhancing the ability of the
Artemia to hatch in the presence of CPC. Although interesting, this finding is beyond the
scope of the presented work, but it will be the subject of future investigations.
Anionic surfactant - SDS
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All HAs at concentrations 5, 10 and 25 ppm had the ability to mitigate the toxicity of SDS,
likely through the electrostatic and hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions.[28] Unlike FPHA
and SRHA, the ability of LAHA to mitigate SDS toxicity was not concentration dependent
(Fig 5A). This could suggest that either LAHA and SDS bind in a limited and non-specific
manner or the possible HA sorption sites for the SDS's sulfur head group (such as nitrogen)
are saturated, due to LAHA aggregation and conformational changes. Another possibility is
that LAHA is associating with, and hence, protecting the membrane from SDS's toxic effect,
and membrane association sites are saturated even at the lowest LAHA concentration.[5]
The hatching percentage for the SDS with 5 ppm SRHA was higher than that for SDS with
10 ppm SRHA, which constitutes a discrepancy compared to the mitigation trends of the
previous surfactants (Fig. 5C). Because of HAs' heterogeneous nature, many different
interactions and conformations of moieties within the HA are possible.[57] Accordingly,
interactions of SRHA with SDS at a low SRHA concentration may have become limited
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when the concentration was increased to 10 ppm due to changes in HAs' conformation or an
altering of the interaction patterns. As SRHA concentration continued to increase to 25 ppm,
those conformational changes may have been overcome. It has been previously proposed
that structure, conformation, and accessibility of HA moieties can play a role in HAs'
interactions with pollutants.[53]
Trends observed for the chemically modified LAHA (Fig. 6C) are consistent with those
reported for HA from different sources and with the proposal that SDS engages in nonspecific binding with the HA, which may be due to a combination of electrostatic
(repulsions counteracted by the Na+ ions in the saline solutions) and hydrophobic/
hydrophilic interactions.[28]

Summary
Author Manuscript

Overall, the results presented above show that HAs reduce the toxicity of surfactants, and
need to be considered in studies of surfactant toxicity. The results of this work show that the
chemical composition of the HA is an important factor in determining their effectiveness in
mitigating surfactant toxicity and that HAs mitigate the toxicity of the various surfactants
differently. While there is no universal mechanism by which HAs mitigate the toxicity of
surfactants, there is a range of possible mechanisms due to the complex nature of HAs.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Environmental Context
Surfactants, a pollutant class routinely introduced into aquatic environments, can be toxic
to a variety of species. It is thus important to understand how surfactants' toxicity is
influenced by their interactions with other environmental constituents, including natural
organic matter. This article reports the changes in toxicity of three different surfactants to
Artemia Franciscana (brine shrimp) in the presence of unmodified and chemically
modified humic acids.
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of A) Tx-100, B) CPC, and C) SDS
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Fig. 2. 13C NMR spectra of the chemically modified Leonardite humic acid (LAHA)
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Fig. 3. Artemia hatching assays at 100 ppm* Tx-100 and LAHA, FPHA, and SRHA

*Note: Tx-100 showed significant toxicity levels at 100 ppm and above 3A).
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Fig. 4. Artemia hatching assays at 3.5 ppm* CPC and LAHA, FPHA, and SRHA

*Note: CPC showed significant toxicity levels at 3.5 ppm and above
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Fig. 5. Artemia hatching assays at 25 ppm* SDS and LAHA, FPHA, and SRHA

*Note: SDS showed significant toxicity levels at 25 ppm and above
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Fig. 6. Artemia hatching assays at 100 ppm* Tx-100, 3.5 ppm CPC and 25 ppm SDS in the
presence of chemically modified LAHA
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